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SCOPE AND REPORTING BOUNDARY
This report describes the activities of the South African Institute of Professional Accountants (SAIPA or the Institute) 
and its five regions (including their associated districts), and it presents excerpts from SAIPA’s Annual Financial 
Statements for the year ended 31 December 2017. It also describes the strategic focus (critical success factors) and 
how this aligns with SAIPA’s value creation. We discuss our business and related issues within the industry, risks and 
opportunities. 

In summary, the report presents material information stakeholders need to understand SAIPA.

DISCLAIMER
Some of the statements in the Annual Integrated Report constitute forward-looking statements. These are not 
guarantees or predictions of future performance. The business faces risks and factors outside of our control, which 
may have unforeseen outcomes, and these are not reflected in the report. Readers are cautioned not to place 
undue reliance on forward-looking statements.

ASSURANCE
Our external auditors, Nexia SAB&T, have audited our Annual Financial Statements. As a Non-Profit Organisation, 
SAIPA is not required to have its Annual Financial Statements audited. However, the Institute has included the 
requirement for an audit in its Constitution in the interests of good governance and the responsibility towards its 
members.

We have ensured the report’s accuracy and completeness through an internal management peer review. The Board 
takes final responsibility for the report, and has reviewed it alongside the Audit and Risk Committee.

The Board applied its collective mind to ensure that the report fairly represents SAIPA’s material matters, 
performance and practices for 2017.

FEEDBACK
 
SAIPA welcomes your feedback. Please email your comments and suggestions to air@saipa.co.za.
This report, including our Annual Financial Statements, is available as a PDF on our website at www.saipa.co.za.

About this
    REPORT
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2AT A GLANCE
SAIPA is one of South Africa’s leading accountancy institutes. It equips the Professional Accountant (SA) with 
the latest knowledge, techniques and accreditation to meet the economy’s growing demands. The Institute is a 
member of IFAC and PAFA. 

The SAIPA qualification is nationally recognised at an NQF Level 8 by the South African Qualifications Authority 
(SAQA).

1982 1986 1992

Initially called the Association of 
Commercial and Financial Technicians 
of South Africa (ACFT).

Our name was changed in 1986 
to the Institute of Accounting 
Technicians of Southern Africa (IAT).

By 1988 we had 3,000 members 
and were the fastest-growing 
accountancy body at the time.

In 1992 we became known as the 
Institute of Commercial and Financial 
Accountants (CFA), aligning more 
with the profession of accountants.

In 1995 we became a full member 
of the International Federation of 
Accountants (IFAC), and today we 
are one of only two accountancy 
bodies in South Africa that are full 
IFAC members. 

About
  SAIPA

MILESTONES
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2004 2006 2017

At 35 years we are mature citizens 
of the accountancy profession, who 
are not complacent, but strive to 
continuously improve the services 
we offer our members. We have 
evolved over the years and are now 
at the cutting edge of growing 
and transforming the accountancy 
profession.

Finally, in 2006 the name South 
African Institute of Professional 
Accountants (SAIPA) was created, 
signifying the role that SAIPA fulfils in 
the profession.

In 2004, we became the Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants (CPA), 
bringing both the name of the 
organisation and the designation in 
line with international standards.

VISION

To be the Professional 
Accountancy Organisation 
of Choice.

MISSION

To optimise the success of the 
Professional Accountant (SA) in 
the public interest.

VALUES

Professionalism - Maintaining high 
standards while displaying consistency, 
reliability and efficiency.

Integrity - Acting in a consistent, ethical 
way, always conscious of public interest 
and the impact of our actions on others.

Excellence - Striving to be the best 
through continuous improvement and 
aiming to deliver superior quality.
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SAIPA is committed to 
developing, growing 
and transforming the 

profession. This 
includes attracting and 

retaining members, 
and transforming the 
landscape of South 
Africa’s professional 

accountants.

SECURE THE 
GROWTH AND 

TRANSFORMATION 
OF SAIPA

To participate in the 
profession and support 
access to the market, 

SAIPA needs to 
forge and develop 

relationships. Through 
our relationships, we 

build strategic 
partnerships and 

collaborations, and 
champion the interests 

of the profession.

STRENGTHEN 
SAIPA’S 

RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH NATIONAL 

AND 
INTERNATIONAL 
STAKEHOLDERS

SAIPA develops 
members and assists 
them to remain at the 

forefront of a 
competitive market. 
We are positioning 

SAIPA as an employer 
of choice, to attract 

top talent and engage 
them to deliver 

exceptional 
performance.

ENHANCE THE 
CAPACITY AND 

PROFESSIONALISM 
OF MEMBERS AND 

STAFF

As a professional 
accountancy body, 

SAIPA and its members 
are required to satisfy 

compliance imperatives. 
We strive to create value 
and remain relevant and 

sustainable, and 
continuous professional 

development and 
alternative revenue 

streams help us adapt to 
a changing environment.

ENSURE 
COMPLIANCE AND 
SUSTAINABILITY OF 

OUR MEMBERS 
AND THE 
INSTITUTE

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS

Diagram 1: Critical success factors

The opening of the SAIPA National Conference, 2017 in Cape Town, South Africa
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CREATING VALUE FOR MEMBERS
As one of South Africa’s largest PAOs, SAIPA plays a 
key role in our economy. Therefore, we emphasise our 
responsibility to our members as well as to the wider 
community.

Credibility is essential for the modern accountant, 
their success and that of the business community 
that depends on them for accurate reporting and 
business advice. Our most important contributions to 
the economy are developing our members and the 
profession, and providing certainty and credibility to 
the wider business community through our 
professional designations. 

The Institute is dedicated to developing and 
enhancing the accountancy profession which upholds 
the public interest. This is clearly stipulated in our 
constitutional objectives and is a key factor in strategic 
and operational decision-making.

SAIPA is one of only two South African accredited 
IFAC members, and as a local accounting body, has 
established relationships to represent its members and 
safeguard the wellbeing of the professional accountant 
in South Africa. In addition to the IFAC membership, 
SAIPA plays an important role as a member of PAFA, 
which works towards advancing the status of the 
accountancy profession in Africa.

We are proud of our membership base, which includes 
full members, associates and affiliates. Only by working 
with our members are we able to positively impact the 
economy and business community. To this end, SAIPA 
provides opportunities and tools for development and 
growth, and maintains the credibility of our members.
 
Accountancy has a number of key stakeholders, 
globally and within South Africa. SAIPA influences and 
shapes the profession through representation in the 
relevant forums and regular contact with decision-
makers.

Our governance structures, systems and employees 
form the backbone of our organisation and 
continuously evolve. By regularly assessing them 
and making changes where necessary, we refine and 
improve our ability to deliver at a high level to all of 
our stakeholders.

Graph 1: Membership growth 2013-2017

Membership growth 2013-2017
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Gender 2017 Race 2017 Age 2017
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Graph 2-4: Membership Profile

THE PROFILE OF SAIPA MEMBERS DURING 2017
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Central
Region

Districts
Free State
Kroonstad
Northern Cape
North West

Districts
Ethekwini
Midlands
North Coast
Northern Natal
South Coast

Eastern
Region

Districts
East Rand
Jacaranda
Johannesburg
Limpopo
Mpumalanga
West Rand

Northern
Region

Districts
East London
Port Elizabeth

Southern
Region

Districts
Cape Peninsula
Hex River
Namakwa
Southern Cape
West Coast

Western
Region

Cape Town
Worcester

Saldanha

Vredendal

Springbok

Kimberley
Kroonstad

Klerksdorp

Florida

Newcastle

Durban

Richards Bay

Port Shepstone

Polokwane

Pietermaritzburg

NelspruitJacaranda

Bloemfontein

East London

Port Elizabeth

Boksburg

George

Johannesburg

REGIONAL AND DISTRICT ASSOCIATIONS
SAIPA’s Regional Association and District Association Committee meets twice annually and allows members from 
the regions and districts to provide feedback and information to management regarding their experience and 
challenges.
 
The regions and districts where SAIPA was represented during 2017 are reflected below.

Diagram 2: Regional and District Associations
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Our commitment remains – in bringing the Institute to you our member.
  
National Office relies heavily on the volunteerism of the district and regional committees. The chairmen, vice-
chairmen and their committee members are very dedicated, zealous and forfeit many hours in serving their 
members without compensation.

These are the members who create opportunities to building networking platforms, embrace younger 
professionals by welcoming and mentoring them through various forums; and transform our membership, keeping 
change in mind and ensuring the delivery of services in our broad-based members interests. It never seems enough 
to express one’s gratitude to a voluntary team, yet we sincerely thank each one of you for your efforts and time in 
serving our members.

During 2017 our Chief Executive, Bongani Coka attended most of the District AMMs to meet members and update 
them on the strategy of the Institute.

We had the privilege to visit each district to interact with the members whilst introducing the internal processes 
to them. These visits will continue to be conducted annually to strengthen relationships with members and ensure 
that member needs are identified and attended to.

Together with our local committees we are committed to serving you, our member. 

Please refer to www.saipa.co.za/regional-district-association-committee-members for details of the regional and 
district committees in your area.

Volunteers are not paid… 
not because they are worthless, 

but because they are  
PRICELESS

- Sherry Anderson
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Creating value for
 STAKEHOLDERS

SAIPA advances the accountancy profession, influencing legislation and 
constantly adapting to keep abreast of business, financial and social 
developments both nationally and internationally. 

3
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Operating surplus

OUTPUTS OUTCOMES

Newly qualified Professional Accountants (SA) 
Seminars attended by members and non-members 
National Accounting Olympiad participants and winners
New members qualifying through SAIPA Project Achiever

Publications and articles with relevant information for
professionals
Submissions to stakeholders on relevant legislation, standards 
and related documents

Improved or additional skills and capacity for SAIPA staff
Training and mentoring received by board and committee 
members

Appropriate carbon footprint score

Surplus reinvested for sustainability and future development

Maintaining the credibility of our designations in the market 
Addition of competent professional accountants to the 
profession in South Africa 
Development of the profession through enhancement of skills of 
existing professionals 
Creating entrepreneurs

Developing SAIPA’s Professional Accountant (SA) as a 
designation of choice 
Contribution to improved legislation and governance by being a 
voice for the profession

Developing SAIPA into an employer of choice 
Competent board members 
Ready and available pool of board members

Less paper and energy utilisation with lower impact on 
environment from SAIPA's activities

INPUTS ACTIVITIES

Q
UA

LIT
Y

M
EM

BE
RS

HI
P

ED
UC

AT
IO

N
Ongoing development of Competency Framework

Accreditation of universities and ATCs

Publications with articles and professional resources

LEARNERS
• National

Accounting
Olympiad

STUDENTS
• University
   visits
• Publications 
   and useful 
   information

TRAINEES
• Training 
 contract
• Technical 
 Support
• Project 
 Achiever
• Professional 
 Exam

MEMBERS
• Continuing

Professional
  Development
• Technical 

Support

Monitoring member compliance

Maintaining IFAC accreditation and quality standards

Research and input into regulations and standards

Development and training for staff

NATURAL

Water, energy, paper

MANUFACTURED
Premises and IT 
infrastructure

HUMAN
Staff, volunteers, Board 
and committee members

INTELLECTUAL
Competency
Framework and
Designations

SOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP
Members, trainees, 
IFAC, and other key 
stakeholders

FINANCIAL
Reserves and external 
funding obtained

Improvements to infrastructure via investment Efficient and effective use of tangible and intangible assets 
through development and investment

Diagram 3: Business model

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT
South Africa has experienced a number of tumultuous 
years. Socio-political factors and an economic 
environment characterised by low growth and high 
unemployment have created substantial challenges 
for all businesses operating here and for many 

individuals, including our own members as well as 
their clients and employers.

We have also seen the audit and accounting 
profession come under intense scrutiny recently, with 
several large accounting irregularities and fraud cases 
garnering media attention. The profession finds itself 
needing to restore public confidence.
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Operating surplus

OUTPUTS OUTCOMES
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members
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Addition of competent professional accountants to the 
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Development of the profession through enhancement of skills of 
existing professionals 
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designation of choice 
Contribution to improved legislation and governance by being a 
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Improvements to infrastructure via investment Efficient and effective use of tangible and intangible assets 
through development and investment

Since the World Bank’s Report on the Observance of 
Standards and Codes (Accounting and Auditing) in 
2013, which recommended regulation of professional 
accountancy organisations, South Africa has been 
moving toward this objective very slowly. There 
have certainly been many political matters requiring 
prioritisation, meaning that regulation of the 
profession has not moved as quickly as many had 

expected it to. As we move forward, with increasing 
optimism within the economy, we anticipate that 
regulation will find itself moving at a faster pace, and 
we will prepare accordingly to see that our members 
are afforded the recognition merited by the standards 
of our designations.
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Stakeholder/
key interest

Why we engage
(relationship foundations)

What matters to the 
stakeholder How we connect

Members

Our members are integral to 
our business, and we have to 
consider their needs in all our 
endeavours.

All our products and services 
should maintain members’ 
professionalism and contribute 
to their success.

• Service levels
• Technical assistance and 

information
• Product information
• Designations’ value
• Practice management 

information

• Member and CPD forums
• Newsletters and 

publications
• Website
• Social media 
• Member surveys

Accredited 
Training 
Centres 
(ATCs)

ATCs service the public and 
provide a training ground where 
the Professional Accountants 
(SA) of the future are developed.

• Trainee competency
• Assessment of trainees
• Trainee logbook

• Planned ATC visits
• Quality assessments

Trainees
Trainees are our future members, 
and the qualification process is 
critical to their development.

• Mentorship and training
• Career opportunities
• Practice management 

information

• CPD training forums
• Newsletters and 

publications
• Website
• Social media 
• ATCs

Students and 
learners

We encourage school learners 
and university students to 
become accountants and SAIPA 
members.

• Growth and development
• Career opportunities
• Potential remuneration

• SAIPA’s annual National 
Accounting Olympiad

• University career days, 
presence and presentations

• Publications
• Student membership
• Social media 

Universities

Accredited universities provide 
the basis of our theoretical 
programme and are critical to 
maintaining our standards.

• Competency framework
• Accreditation 

requirements • Visits and meetings

Employees
Our employees represent SAIPA, 
and they form and maintain our 
other stakeholder relationships. 

• Remuneration
• Training and development

• Day-to-day interaction
• Regular staff meetings
• Education sessions
• Employee surveys

OUR STAKEHOLDERS
We identify our stakeholders by assessing the key groups with which the Institute interacts. By pursuing and 
building mutually beneficial relationships, we create sustainable value.
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Stakeholder/
key interest

Why we engage
(relationship foundations)

What matters to the 
stakeholder How we connect

Key suppliers Delivering key resources is 
integral to SAIPA’s functioning.

• Building strong 
relationships

• Timely payment according 
to agreed terms

• Day-to-day interactions
• Ad-hoc meetings and 

communication

Professional 
Accountancy 
Organisations 

PAOs shape the profession and 
contribute to its growth and 
transformation.

• Compliance with 
standards and 
requirements

• Representation of 
members and the 
profession

• Providing input on key 
issues experienced by the 
profession

• Submissions on key issues
• Representation on boards 

and committees of the 
various bodies

• Meetings and visits

Government
Government plays a role in the 
development of South Africa 
and its economy.

• Maintaining standards of 
the profession

• Strong ethics
• Development of skills in 

the public sector and job 
creation.

• Scheduled and ad-
hoc meetings and 
communication 

Regulators
Regulators’ standards and 
regulations verify SAIPA’s 
accreditations and credibility.

• Compliance with 
standards and regulations

• Committee structures
• Telephonic and written 

communication
• Face-to-face meetings

The media 
and the wider 
community

It is important that the media 
respect and revere accounting 
and Professional Accountants 
(SA).

• Credibility of SAIPA 
members and 
designations

• Transformation within 
SAIPA and the profession

• Website
• Social media
• Press releases
• Thought leadership and 

OpEds
• Publications
• Articles
• Broadcast (radio and 

television) interviews

17 
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Risk management

SAIPA’s Board directs and monitors risk management and 
the related performance within a structured framework, 
and all core support services assist in maintaining an 
effective risk management system. The Enterprise Risk 
Management Framework guides our risk management, 
and its standards are mandatory requirements. These 
standards follow recognised business practices and 
standards and corporate governance principles.

SAIPA’s Risk Management Committee monitors 
and evaluates risk and reports to the Audit and Risk 
Committee.

The ERM Framework manages SAIPA’s approach to 
risks and opportunities relating to (i) value creation 
and preservation and (ii) the Institute’s objectives. 
SAIPA identifies risks and opportunities relating to its 
objectives, assesses their likelihood and magnitude, 
determines a response strategy, and monitors progress. 
The Institute proactively protects and creates value for its 
stakeholders, including members, employees, customers, 
regulators, and society overall.

The corporate governance drivers behind risk 
management require new reporting and monitoring 
methodologies. Therefore, the ERM Framework aligns 
to the guidance in ISO 31000:2009 (Risk Management – 
Principles and Guidelines).
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KEY RISKS FACED BY SAIPA

Critical success 
factor Key issue Risks Mitigating factors 

and actions Related opportunities

Secure the 
growth and 
transformation 
of SAIPA

Growth in 
membership 
and reach

Competition

Ineffective committees 
and poor decision-
making

Investment in marketing 
and growth does not 
yield suitable pipeline

High turnover of 
committee members
 

Brand awareness 
campaign and 
communicating value 
proposition

Induction and training; 
consideration of skills 
requirements when 
appointing committee 
members

Marketing strategy to 
address actions and 
measurement

Scheduled regional 
communications and 
meetings

National Accounting 
Olympiad

Transformation of the 
profession through 
e.g. 21st Century 
Accountant

Mentoring

Student chapters

Strengthen 
SAIPA’s 
relationships 
with 
national and 
international 
stakeholders

Stakeholder 
relationships

Uncertainty around 
regulatory changes

Ineffective 
communication of 
SAIPA brand and value 
proposition

Board focusing on 
operational decisions 
rather than strategy

Participation in 
regulation and proactive 
engagement with key 
stakeholders

Advertising and brand 
awareness campaign with 
suitable initiatives and 
marketing material

Training, improved 
reporting, considering 
strategic role 
requirements when 
appointing board 
members

Strategic partnerships 
with stakeholders

Potential research 
opportunities

Enhance the 
capacity and 
professionalism 
of members 
and staff

Reputation 
and credibility

Loss of IFAC 
accreditation

Talent management and 
retention

Rigorous quality control 
and adherence to 
required standards 

Proactive employee 
engagement and 
development

Improved accreditation 
processes for ATCs and 
for tertiary institutions

Aiming to become an 
employer of choice

Ensure 
compliance and 
sustainability of 
our members 
and the 
Institute

Compliance

Maintaining 
independence while 
preparing professional 
exam and preparing 
trainees

Competitors merging

Conflicts of interest 
of Board, committee 
members or regional 
representatives

Segregation of duties

Development of 
relationships and 
collaborations with other 
professional bodies in the 
industry

Induction to address 
conflicts of interest; 
ensure disclosures are 
recorded

Knowledge 
management

Improved compliance 
monitoring and 
response
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Leadership
  REPORTS

4
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
It gives me great pleasure to present the South African Institute of Professional Accountants 2017 Annual 
Integrated Report. 

I am deeply honoured to be elected by my fellow Board members to lead SAIPA, and I trust that we 
shall embrace each other’s strengths and collectively take the Professional Accountant (SA) designation 
to new heights. I believe that the efforts of the last 10-or-so years have elevated and entrenched the 
#ProfessionalAccountant(SA) designation to the highest possible level both nationally and internationally; 
and in the next 10 years we should strive as the Board, the staff and as members, to deliver to that level.

As we were celebrating our 35th anniversary in 2017, the accountancy profession was in turmoil and under extreme 
scrutiny after trust had eroded. Additionally, rapidly changing technology adds pressure, by phasing out SAIPA’s 
business model, accountancy as a profession and its professional functions.

With my appointment as Chairman in June 
2017, we continued driving service delivery 
and improving stakeholder relationships 
by reviewing and realigning our strategy. 
The Board approved the refined strategic 
objectives in September 2017.

REVIEWING OUR BUSINESS 
MODEL
 
We embrace and even lead change by 
reviewing our business model. 

We are on the shore of the Rubicon, 
and to cross we need to become 
critical thinkers, problem 
solvers and users (rather than 
producers) of information.

Thus, we reviewed the 
Institute’s business model 
and operational structure 
to gear the Secretariat’s 
operational mandate to 
deliver on the improved 
objectives. Executing 
the perfect balance is 
challenging.

While there have 
been some operational 
improvements, we can and 
will do better. I am particularly 
encouraged by our young 
professionals holding us to 
account when they encounter 
any services that do not meet 
SAIPA’s standards. 

M. Shafiek Dollie
Chairman
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As a thought leader, SAIPA makes contributions such 
as the non-compliance with laws and regulations 
(NOCLAR) workshop and the Financial SETA (Fasset) 
Project Achiever programme, which now incorporates 
an Extended programme that embraces Recognition 
of Prior Learning as well as competency-based 
assessments which align with QCTO, among others.

SAIPA views rapidly advancing technology as a 
tool to execute service offerings more effectively, 
efficiently and economically, rather than a threat. 
This is underpinned by a strong competency-based 
education and training strategy that is supported by 
our Education and Training, and Technical Standards 
departments. The education and training strategy 
recognises that the cognitive capacity of humans and 
artificial intelligence (AI) are merely tools to function 
in a volatile and changing environment. We are 
gearing our members to disrupt the profession while 
adhering to the Code of Professional Conduct and 
Ethical Behaviour. 

GOVERNANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY
As was explained by the previous Chairman at the 
2017 Annual General Meeting (AGM), the SAIPA 
founding documents required some interrogation, 
which the Board undertook to review this year with 
the intention of incorporating the spirit of the King 
IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 
2016 (King IV). SAIPA set up a task team to assess the 
implementation of the Constitution and consider and 
address practical challenges. This project is set to be 
presented to members for consideration and approval 
during 2018.

In 2017, accountancy was heavily scrutinised for its 
integrity, independence and ethical conduct towards 
the public and other PAOs. It is not for us to pass 
judgement, but rather to highlight the issues and 
lessons of these recent cases. Every accountancy 
professional should prioritise the democratic principle: 
“We serve and protect the interest of the public”. 

SAIPA National Conference, 2017 in Cape Town, South Africa
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Accountancy professionals, especially Professional 
Accountants (SA), are responsible for the financial 
information they produce, and they carry its 
consequences.

King IV’s principles regarding corporate governance 
and citizenship guide our accountability around the 
triple bottom line – profits, people and planet. This 
responsibility is reflected in our mission “to optimise 
the success of the Professional Accountant (SA) in the 
public interest”.

The public’s trust is underpinned by (i) its high regard 
for professionals’ technical competence, and (ii) 
professionals’ quality of work. To maintain this trust, 
SAIPA promotes Professional Conduct and Ethical 
Behaviour. SAIPA has included Ethics and Ethical 
Behaviour as part of its members’ IPD and CPD 
programmes – these also form part of our compliance 
and ‘good standing’ status criteria. 

The following initiatives protect public trust:
• Competency-based education and training 

programmes that emphasise H.O.T (higher-order 
cognitive and critical thinking);  

• A peer review system that monitors the quality of 
training provided by our ATCs; and 

• Raising the standards of implementation and 
compliance to the principles of ISQC 1 – ISQC 
1 is the initiation, execution and completion of 
the engagement. The objective of ISQC 1 is not 
limited to the quality of the work performed; it is 
implemented to manage the risks associated with 
the engagement.

OUTLOOK
For 2018, SAIPA’s macro focus is positioning, and its 
micro focus is performance – these focus areas must 
be underpinned by our values of Professionalism, 
Integrity and Excellence.

I call on SAIPA’s Board, staff and members to join 
me in applying the principle of ‘collaboration of the 
willing’ and position SAIPA’s people central to its 
purpose.

Our manifesto for the next two 
years is:

1. The strategic positioning of SAIPA 
in the accounting profession; 

2. The performance (delivery) of 
Board, Secretariat and members 
to the standard and integrity of 
the Professional Accountant (SA) 
designation; 

3. Ignite the regions and serve the 
members; and 

4. Establish the soul of OUR SAIPA.
 

We trust that, in 2018, we will see increased CPD 
compliance and more ethical behaviour in the 
profession.

The members support the profession and the 
Institute. This was emphatically demonstrated, and it 
was the #SAIPAproud moment for 2017 – the SAIPA 
National Convention, themed ‘Surviving Beyond 
the Numbers’. A big thank you to the convener and 
organising committee for presenting a world-class 
international event that illustrates the high quality we 
can put on display. In 2018, we hope to create more 
#SAIPAproud moments by supporting regions and 
districts. It is imperative that we continue building 
our stakeholder relationships and continue lobbying 
on behalf of our members both nationally and 
internationally.

I am certain that our collective efforts will present 
exciting opportunities for SAIPA to set the benchmark 
for other PAOs.
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I am thankful to the Board and the various SAIPA stakeholders for trusting me to lead the Institute and to represent 
the profession. I look forward to your support in leading the accountancy profession, specifically improving the 
image and brand of the Professional Accountant (SA) designation.

M. Shafiek Dollie
Chairman
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT
In my introduction to SAIPA’s previous Annual Integrated 
Report, I noted that change is the only constant in life, and 
it benefits us to adapt accordingly. This year, I can sincerely 
say we are seeing a change for the better. What an honour 
it was to be at the helm of SAIPA during one of its great 
milestones: our proud celebration of 35 years of professional 
accounting, and our Institute’s strong contribution to 
positive change in accounting across Africa.

35TH ANNIVERSARY CONFERENCE
Every five years, we hold a national conference, but our 35th 

anniversary celebrations were a step up from anything we 
had done before. We invited several prominent local, 
African and international keynote speakers, most 
notably Mrs Pamela Monroe Ellis, Auditor 
General of Jamaica and Deputy President 
of the International Federation of 
Accountants (IFAC). Our other 
speakers, all respected figures, 
also afforded the event an 
international flair.

On the day prior to the 
main event, we hosted 
a presentation on 
integrated reporting 
in partnership with the 
World Bank. We awarded 
the winners of our Tax 
Thesis Competition their 
prizes, embracing the 
opportunity for media 
coverage, and promoting 
our name with universities 
around the country. The 
workshops, presentations 
and networking events 
offered the chance for 
relationship building and 
strengthening of professional 
bonds among members and other 
participants.

The conference was attended by over 
600 members and guests from across the 
continent. The event allowed us to cement our 
position as an innovative leader and put forward 
our vision for enhanced ethical and technical standards 
throughout Africa. We have received positive feedback from 
attendees for having created such a distinctive function.

Bongani Coka
Chief Executive Officer
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RELEVANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
The media has extensively covered ethical breaches 
and corruption in business and the accounting industry, 
and even national leaders sworn to protect and 
uphold the interests of the public. I believe that as a 
professional body, we have made, and must continue 
to make, a measurable contribution to remedying this 
condition. It is our duty to promote the accounting 
profession and to ensure its adherence to the highest 
professional and ethical standards, without condition 
or compromise. In this regard, we have not faltered, as 
shown by our many initiatives in 2017.

Consider the dramatic turn of events in business 
and government, as those corrupt individuals who 
brought the rest into disrepute are now being 
removed by political and judicial authorities, and by 
the will of common people who expect better. I do 
not claim that SAIPA exclusively influenced this, but 
our drive to a higher standard of ethics, conduct and 
technical excellence in our field helped bring about 
the awareness by which the public can judge, and our 
members be judged and are empowered accordingly.

Herein lies SAIPA’s innate relevance: above all, we are 
a force for good and we can truly celebrate our 35 
years of being an essential rather than providential 
cornerstone of the industry. We proudly take our place 
with other professional bodies globally who lobby 
tirelessly to advance legislation designed to protect 
practitioners and those they serve.

Accountancy’s relevance is being brought into question 
by evolving technology that could automate much of 
accountants’ maintenance and reporting work. We 
realise that future accountants must focus less on 
creating, compiling and managing financial data, and 
more on interpreting it and offering solid business 
advice. We regularly review and expand our continuous 
professional development (CPD) programmes; and 
offer networking opportunities, special events and 
more to keep members abreast of the industry’s latest 
developments.

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
This year, we show a 20% increase in revenue and 
other income, resulting in a surplus of R1.5 million. Our 
cash reserves totalled R46.3 million while our retained 
earnings and accumulated funds increased to 
R31.1 million, leaving us in a healthy financial position.

Financial Position 2017

20%

Cash Reserves
R46.3 Million

Retained Earnings 
and Accumulated Surplus
R31.1 Million

Increase in Revenue
R1.5 million surplus
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STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 
Our strategic objectives remain largely unchanged, 
and we are advancing them satisfactorily. I summarise 
them here for clarity:

• Firstly, in terms of Growth and Transformation, 
we are committed to increasing the number 
of accountants while transforming their 
demographics to reflect the country’s population. 
We endeavour to retain existing members while 
promoting accounting as a profession of choice, 
specifically to previously disadvantaged groups in 
South Africa.

• Secondly, we strive to develop Stakeholder 
Relations both locally and internationally, forging 
new connections and strengthening existing ones 
with various accounting industry-related entities. 
These include strategic partnerships, agreements, 
collaborations, policy contributions and any 
other approaches by which we can advance the 
interests of the profession.

• Thirdly, our goal is to ensure that both our 
members and staff perform at the highest level 
of Capacity and Professionalism and can deliver 
optimal service. To this end, we provide CPD and 
other educational opportunities. We position 
ourselves as an employer of choice to attract, 
retain and motivate top personnel.

• Lastly are our Compliance and Sustainability 
efforts. Our stringent member accreditation 
process, CPD programmes, agreements with 
other bodies and other compliance initiatives 
ensure we remain a respected entity with proven 
adherence to local and global standards. As for 
sustainability, we constantly scan the industry 
landscape to identify opportunities such as 
business rescue accreditation and alternative 
revenue streams, to ensure that SAIPA leads in 
its field.

We prioritise being recognised for service excellence, 
and we have taken the first steps towards it. Our ideal 
is to offer a completely digital self-service function 
through our website and member profiles whereby 

the community can get assistance and information 
without having to wait for staff to respond. To this 
end, we streamlined and simplified our website 
in 2017.

GROWTH AND TRANSFORMATION
We constantly seek avenues by which the 
Professional Accountant (SA) designation will become 
recognisable and respected across all industry sectors, 
especially recruitment and academics. It should be 
a designation to which students aspire and that 
organisations respect. We promote the brand through 
various marketing and networking channels, such as 
attending exhibitions and trade shows, conferences, 
university career days and other events. We seek 
to grow accountants’ numbers, and to encourage a 
greater intake of black and female accountants in line 
with our transformation agenda.

Two current initiatives are Project Achiever and 
Project Achiever Extended programme. The first is 
a 12-week course that prepares participants to write 
SAIPA’s Professional Evaluation Examination. They 
must hold an appropriate qualification and have 
acceptable experience or training. Those who qualify 
will receive funding from FASSET. Other non-funded 
candidates can attend for R4,000, which includes their 
exam fees.

With the more recent Project Achiever Extended 
programme, we have secured additional funding from 
FASSET. This course prepares certificate and diploma 
holders for an additional 12 weeks to bring them up 
to degree level, allowing them to move on to Project 
Achiever, after which they may take the Professional 
Evaluation Examination to qualify as a Professional 
Accountant (SA). The same funding rules apply.
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INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS
In 2017, we engaged in various national projects to 
promote our brand, give us greater national exposure 
and foster interest in accounting. Following requests 
from members, we launched an online brand store to 
sell SAIPA-branded clothing and promotional or office 
items.

Universities are one of our main sources for potential 
members, and we need to ensure that students 
know which degree path to follow to earn SAIPA’s 
Professional Accountant (SA) designation. We 
established the SAIPA Student Membership which 
allows students working toward a relevant bachelor’s 
degree to become members and enjoy various 
incentives and benefits. They may attend two free 
SAIPA events per year and others at a 50% discount; 
network with practising accountants; and gain access 
to many of our information sources. To my knowledge, 
we are the only professional body to offer this type of 
early access programme. It gives students an idea of 
the benefits full members receive and exposes them 
to opportunities that provide them with a good head 

start. So far, the response has been excellent, and we 
will continue this initiative in 2018.

Through our Student Ambassador programme, we 
invited students from across South Africa’s universities 
to represent SAIPA on campus and be our eyes and 
ears on the ground. They inform us of important 
occurrences such as career days or other events we 
can present at; and inform fellow students of the 
Professional Accountant (SA) designation, who SAIPA 
is and what we can offer them.

High schools are another source of future members. 
As with university goers, we want to promote 
accounting as a rewarding career and inform them 
of which subjects will prepare them for university. 
Our main initiative for this is the National Accounting 
Olympiad. In 2017, we added a category for grade 
11 learners, and we hope to expand the competition 
to include grade 10s by 2020. However, we explore 
other ways to reach more learners, especially those 
in disadvantaged communities, to introduce them to 
accounting and help build their interest in the subject.
In response to NOCLAR, we developed and entered 
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a memorandum of understanding with several other 
professional accounting bodies. In accordance with 
the agreement, any members from a participating 
organisation who have been found guilty of 
misconduct and had their membership revoked will be 
added to an ex-members list to be shared with other 
bodies. This will allow all bodies to deny an offender 
access and thereby maintain the integrity of their 
respective designations.

Phase two of our brand awareness advertising 
campaign was successfully launched in the second 
quarter. Different industries’ representatives were 
showcased as SAIPA ambassadors. These included 
tertiary education, recruitment, government, 
members in practice, and members employed by 
corporates. The adverts were published online, in 
print, and on radio.

Other marketing and business development activities 
included SAIPA’s Budget Breakfast, social networking 
and digital platforms, conferences and exhibitions, 
market research and member satisfaction surveys, 
publications (such as Tax Professional, Professional 
Accountant, TaxNews and TechNews), weekly 
regional newsletters, email communications and SMS 
campaigns, networking opportunities, golf days in 
selected regions, annual members meetings, and 
regional and district forums.

THE COMING YEAR
The winds of change are blowing through South 
Africa’s political and social climate, giving our nation 
hope and a positive outlook. I foresee many welcome 
opportunities in the liberated society and economy 
we have worked towards. Now is the time for SAIPA 
to offer even better service based on feedback from 
current initiatives.

Our work is as essential as it was 35 years ago when 
we were founded and, even when the signs are hard 
to see, it is bearing fruit. Let us press forward with 
greater passion, conviction and sense of duty in 2018.

Bongani Coka
Chief Executive
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GOVERNANCE

5
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SAIPA BOARD
The Board manages the affairs of the Institute and oversees, collaborates with, supports and offers constructive 
challenge to the Chief Executive and his management team. This way agreed policies are delivered, and the affairs 
of the Institute reach the objectives set forth in SAIPA’s Constitution. The Board is responsible for the Institute’s 
transparency and sustainability and an effective and appropriate corporate governance structure. 

The Board has 11 members and the Chief Executive is an ex officio member.

The Board retains ultimate authority, and, per the Constitution, has appointed six standing committees to assist 
in exercising its authority, namely the Executive Committee, Audit and Risk Committee, Nominations Committee, 
Investigations Committee, Disciplinary Committee and Appeals Committee. The Social and Ethics Committee and 
the Human Resources and Remuneration Committee were appointed by Board decisions. The Board reserves a 
range of key matters for itself to retain proper direction and control of SAIPA. The Board committees operate 
under Board-approved Terms of Reference, and the Board receives a full report on the decisions taken at each 
committee meeting.  

BOARD

Nominations
Committee

Executive
Committee

Audit and Risk
Committee

Social and Ethics
Committee

Human Resources 
and Remuneration

Committee

Appeals
Committee

Disciplinary
Committee

Investigations
Committee

Meet as and when required
Not required by Constitution

Diagram 4: Board and Board Committees
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Name
Board EXCO ARC HRC SEC NOMCOM

Attended Total Attended Total Attended Total Attended Total Attended Total Attended Total

MS Dollie 5 5 3 3 2 2 2 2

K Naicker 5 5 3 3 4 4 1 1

B Coka 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 3 4 1 1

MS Abass 5 5 4 4 1 1

B Burger 3 3 2 2 1 1

JFK Caine 3 3 2 2 1 1

C Dibete 2 2 1 1 2 2

JH Dijkman 5 5 4 4 4 4

CL Naude 3 3 1 1

A Parker 5 5 4 4

PE Pieterse 5 5 4 4 2 3

A Ramikosi 3 5 5 5

M Seedat 2 2 1 1

Y Yasseen 5 5 3 3 2 4

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
This committee is delegated by the Board with 
oversight responsibilities relating to providing support 
and advice to the Chief Executive and Management 
on strategic, industry and if needed operational 
matters. It includes four Board members and is 
chaired by the Chairman of the Board.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
This committee has an independent role and assists 
the Board in fulfilling its obligations to demonstrate 
accountability and transparency as well as to ensure 
a high quality of service. This includes overseeing 
governance and internal controls, financial reporting, 
monitoring financial controls and reporting within the 
organisation, managing risks including information 
technology risks and compliance with laws and 
regulations.

HUMAN RESOURCES & 
REMUNERATION COMMITTEE
This committee assists the Board in aligning SAIPA’s 
human resources strategy to the overall business 
strategy, setting remuneration policies and practices 
that attract and retain top executive talent, and 
ensuring SAIPA fairly and responsibly rewards 
executives considering SAIPA’s and the executive’s 
performance, and the external remuneration 
environment.

NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE 
This committee recommends candidates for 
election or appointment to the SAIPA Board and its 
committees as well as candidates for Chief Executive, 
establishes and operates a process of continual 
assessment and review, and offers periodic advice 
to the Board on its composition and profile, and the 
needs of the Board and Board committees.

SOCIAL & ETHICS COMMITTEE 
The Social & Ethics Committee advises the Board on 
socio-economic matters, economic development and 
ethical matters that could impact SAIPA’s stakeholders 
or its standing as a good corporate citizen.

INVESTIGATIONS, DISCIPLINARY & 
APPEALS COMMITTEE
These committees meet as and when required, based on 
cases requiring their attention. Please refer to page 50 
for further details of their activities during the year.

MEETING ATTENDANCE
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BOARD DEMOGRAPHICS
At 31 December 2017, SAIPA’s board is characterised as follows:

BOARD
SKILLS

Marketing/PR 

Risk Management Legal 

Leadership 

Human Resources 

Financial 
Compensation 

Technology/IT 

Strategic 
Planning 

Diagram 5: Board Skills
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EQUITY

Black African 
17%

Other 
25%

Black Indian 
17%

White 
42%

GENDER

Female    Male

    1    11

AGE

25-40

41-55

56-70

4

6

2
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Mogamat “Shafiek” Dollie 
(64)
Chairman

Designations 
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications 
BCompt (Unisa)
NHDip (Education) (UCT)

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Kantha Naicker 
(44)
Vice-Chairman

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)
Professional Tax Practitioner (SA)
IoDSA

Qualifications  
BCompt (Hons)

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Other directorships or 
board memberships
Director and shareholder – RK 
Consulting and Advisory Services 
(Pty) Ltd
Director – Reddy’s Financial 
Services (Pty) Ltd
Member – Supply Specialist CC
Director - Innovative Training 
Solutions (Pty) Ltd 
Director - Biz Booster (Pty) Ltd
Siwela Sonke Dance Theatre NPC

Bongani Coka 
(58)
Chief Executive Officer

Designations
-

Qualifications  
BCompt (Unisa) 
BCompt Hons (Unisa) 
HDip (Tax Law) (RAU – since
renamed  to University of 
Johannesburg (UJ))  

SAIPA Board committees
-

Mohamed “Shreef” Abass 
(61)
Board Member

Designations
CM (SA) (IMM)

Qualifications  
BA (UCT) 
BEd (UCT)
MBA (HULL)

SAIPA Board committees
Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Other directorships or 
board memberships
Executive Chairman – Spice Mecca 
(Pty) Ltd 
Chairman – Western Cape Fine Food 
Initiative NPC
Chairman – International Peace 
College of South Africa NPC
Chairman – JEQ – Institute for the 
Memorisation of the Quraan
Board member – Faure 
Development Trust
Board member – Yusuf Booley 
Foundation

BOARD MEMBER PROFILES
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Benjamin “Bennie” Burger 
(40)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications 
BCompt

SAIPA Board committees
Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration
Committee

John “Kneale” Caine 
(52)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)
Business Rescue Practitioner

Qualifications  
BCom (Stellenbosch)
BCompt (Hons) (Unisa)

SAIPA Board committees
Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Cindy Dibete 
(42)
Board Member 
Retired 28 June 2017

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications  
NDip (Cost and Management 
Accounting with Business 
Communication for non-degree purposes) 
Basic (foundation) coaching certificate

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Investigations 
Committee

Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources & 
Remuneration Committee

Other directorships or board 
memberships
Chairman and Board Member – Finance 
Committee of the Polokwane Housing 
Association
Director – D’bete Group of 
Companies.
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Jan Dijkman 
(58)
Board Member

Designations
Advocate of the High Court
of South Africa 
Certified Ethics Officer 
Member of the Institute of 
Directors in Southern Africa
Member of the Ethics
Practitioners Association

Qualifications  
BA
LLB
LLM
HDip (Tax)
AdvDip (Labour Law)

SAIPA Board committees
Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Charles “Charlie” Naudé 
(34)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)
Tax Practitioner

Qualifications  
BCom (Hons) Financial 
Accounting 

SAIPA Board committees
Audit and Risk 
Committee

Other directorships or 
board memberships
Director – VNR (Pty) Ltd
Honorary Treasurer – Gauteng 
North: Services to People with 
Disabilities

Altaaf Parker 
(50)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications
BCompt (Unisa)
BCompt (Hons) (Unisa)

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Other directorships or 
board memberships
Chair – Pinelands Muslim 
Association Oversight and Ethics 
Committee (OEC)

Philippus “Philip” Pieterse 
(45)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications 
BCom (Hons) (UPE (now NMMU))
PGCert (Advanced Taxation) 
(Unisa)

SAIPA Board committees
Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Other directorships or 
board memberships
Director and co-owner – PFG & 
Associates

BOARD MEMBER PROFILES
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Phalaphala “Avhashoni” Ramikosi 
(44)
Board Member

Designations
Chartered Accountant (SA)

Qualifications 
BCom (UCT) 
BCom (Hons) 
Certified Theory of Accounting (Unisa) 
HDip (Tax Law) (RAU) 
HDip (International Tax Law)

SAIPA Board committees
Audit and Risk 
Committee

Other directorships or board 
memberships
Board member and Chairman of the Audit 
and Risk Committee – VBS Mutual Bank

Muhammad Seedat 
(35)
Board Member 
Retired 28 June 2017

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)

Qualifications  
BCom (Accounting)

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Nominations 
Committee

Social & Ethics 
Committee

Human Resources 
& Remuneration 
Committee

Other directorships or board 
memberships
Group Managing Director – Smartrac 
Board Member and Chair of 
Remuneration Committee – IoDSA
Vice President: Finance, Board Member 
and Council Member – Durban Chamber 
of   Commerce and Industry (DCCI)

Yaeesh Yasseen 
(33)
Board Member

Designations
Professional Accountant (SA)
Certified Internal Auditor (USA)

Qualifications  
BCom (Accounting) (Wits)
BCom (Hons) (Wits)
MCom (Accounting) (Wits)

SAIPA Board committees
Executive 
Committee

Audit and Risk 
Committee
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SAIPA
MANAGEMENT 

STRUCTURE

Bongani Coka 
Chief Executive

Zobuzwe Ngobese 
Marketing and Communications 

Executive

Ragiema Thokan-
Mahomed 

Legal & Compliance Executive

Darren Gorton 
Chief Financial Officer

Faith Ngwenya 
Technical & Standards Executive

Yusuf Mahomedy 
Chief Operating Officer 
(resigned 30 April 2017)

Laetitia Lourens 
Senior Manager: 

Membership

Professor Rashied Small
Education & Training Executive

MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
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AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE REPORT
We are pleased to present our report of the Audit and 
Risk Committee (“The Committee”) of SAIPA for the 
financial year ended 31 December 2017.

THE COMMITTEE CHARTER
The Committee adopted a formal charter that was 
approved by the Board. The Committee conducted 
its affairs in compliance with this mandate and 
discharged its responsibilities contained therein 
during the year.

COMPOSITION AND MEMBERSHIP
During the year the Committee comprised of the 
following members:
• Avhashoni Ramikosi, Chairman and Board 

member
• Yaeesh Yasseen, Board member (until August 

2017)
• Romeshni Govender, independent member
• Ridwaan Bismilla, independent member
• (appointed July 2017)
• Faizal Docrat, independent member (appointed
• July 2017)
• Charles Naudé, Board member (appointed 

August 2017).

PURPOSE, ROLES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES
The purpose of the Committee, is to assist the 
Board in discharging its fiduciary duties by providing 
oversight on the governance, control and risk 
management processes.  In fulfilling this role the 
Committee performs, inter alia, the following 
activities:
• oversees processes relating to the safeguarding 

of assets, the operation of adequate systems, 
control and reporting processes, and the 
preparation of accurate reporting and financial 
statements in compliance with the applicable 
legal requirements and accounting standards;

• oversee the activities of, and ensures co-
ordination between, internal and external audit;

• oversees the development and implementation 
of enterprise wide risk management policies, 
frameworks and processes considering a broad 
range of risk categories including strategic, 
operational and financial risks;

• reviews SAIPA’s Annual Integrated Report, 
including the separate annual financial statements 
and any other public reports or announcements 
containing financial information and recommends 
these to the Board for approval;

• receives and deals with any complaints 
concerning the accounting practices, internal 
and external audit or the content and audit of its 

financial statements or related matters including 
those submitted through whistleblowing 
processes; and

• reviews the committee’s work and charter 
annually and makes recommendations to the 
Board regarding its effectiveness.

DUTIES CARRIED OUT
The Committee has regulated and performed its 
duties and responsibilities during the financial year in 
compliance to its charter and has discharged all of its 
duties as contained therein.

EXTERNAL AUDIT
The Committee:
• recommended Nexia SAB&T as auditors and Mr 

Aneel Darmalingam as the external audit partner 
to the members for appointment for the financial 
year ended 31 December 2017, and ensured 
that the appointments complied with legal and 
regulatory requirements for the appointment of 
an auditor;

• approved the external audit engagement letter, 
the audit plan for 2017 and the budgeted audit 
fees payable to the external auditors;

• determined the nature and extent of all non-
audit services provided by the independent 
auditors and pre-approved all non-audit services 
undertaken where applicable;

• obtained assurance from the independent 
auditors that adequate accounting records were 
being maintained;

• confirmed that no reportable irregularities 
were identified or reported by the independent 
auditors under the Auditing Professions Act; 

• met separately with external audit and confirmed 
there were no scope limitations; and 

• confirmed combined assurance considerations 
with the work conducted by Internal Audit.

The Committee is satisfied that Nexia SAB&T is 
independent of the Institute after taking the following 
factors into account:
• representations made by SAB&T to the 

Committee;
• the auditors do not, except as external auditors 

or in rendering permitted non-audit services, 
receive any remuneration or other benefit from 
SAIPA;

• the auditors’ independence was not impaired 
by any consultancy, advisory or other work 
undertaken;

• the auditors’ independence was not prejudiced 
as a result of any previous appointment as 
auditors; and

• the criteria specified for independence by the 
Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors and 
international regulatory bodies.
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INTERNAL AUDIT
The Committee:
• facilitated the rotation and appointment of the 

outsourced service provider. ORCA replaced NYZ 
Afripeak as its internal auditors during the year;

• reviewed and approved the annual internal audit 
plan for 2017 and ensured that it focused on the 
key risk areas of SAIPA and applied combined 
assurance requirements;

• evaluated the independence, authority, and 
performance of the internal audit function and 
found these to be satisfactory;

• ensured that the internal audit function was 
adequately capacitated and budgeted to perform 
its role;

• considered the reports of the internal auditors 
on SAIPA’s systems of internal control including 
financial controls, business risk management, 
governance and maintenance of effective internal 
control systems;

• received assurance that proper accounting 
records were maintained and that the systems 
safeguarded SAIPA’s assets against unauthorised 
use or disposal;

• reviewed issues raised by internal audit and the 
adequacy and timeliness of corrective action; and

• met separately with internal audit and confirmed 
that there were no limitations on scope.

RISK MANAGEMENT

The Board has assigned oversight of SAIPA’s risk 
management function to the Committee. The 
Committee fulfils an oversight role regarding all key 
strategic, financial and operational risks including 
financial reporting risks, internal financial controls, 
fraud risk and information technology risks. 

The Committee:
• reviewed SAIPA’s policies on risk management, 

including information technology risks and found 
them to be inadequate. The Committee was 
informed that the IT Governance controls and 
some IT Controls are inadequate and required 
improvement. The management have undertaken 
to address these gaps during 2018. 

• reviewed, with the assistance of management, 
legal matters that could have a material impact 
on SAIPA, and found this to be adequate;

• reviewed the adequacy and effectiveness 
of SAIPA’s procedures/processes to ensure 
compliance with legal and regulatory 
responsibilities and found that there were 
no material compliance issues, however the 
compliance process maturity is being enhanced; and 

• considered reports provided by management, 
internal assurance providers and the independent 
auditors regarding compliance with legal and 
regulatory requirements and found these to  
be adequate.

COMBINED ASSURANCE
The Committee reviewed the plans and reports of the 
external and internal auditors and other assurance 
providers including management and concluded that 
these were adequate to address all significant risks 
facing the business. The committee held discussions 
with each assurance provider regarding collaboration 
and co-ordination among assurance providers and 
was satisfied that combined assurance was achieved.

EXPERTISE AND EXPERIENCE OF THE 
FINANCE EXECUTIVE AND FINANCE 
FUNCTION
The Committee:
• considered the appropriateness of the experience 

and expertise of SAIPA’s Finance Executive and 
concluded that this was appropriate;

• considered the expertise, resources and 
experience of the finance function and concluded 
that these were appropriate.

• The Committee has considered, and has satisfied 
itself of the overall appropriateness of, the 
expertise and adequacy of resources of SAIPA’s 
finance function and experience of the senior 
members of management responsible for the 
financial function.
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ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT 
The Committee performs an oversight role regarding SAIPA’s Annual Integrated Report and the reporting process, 
including the systems of internal financial controls. 

The Committee has reviewed the annual financial statements of SAIPA and is satisfied that they comply in all 
material respects with International Financial Reporting Standards.

The Committee:
• confirmed, based on management’s review, that the annual financial statements were prepared on a going 

concern basis;
• examined the annual financial statements and other financial information made public, prior to their approval 

by the Board;
• considered accounting treatments, significant or unusual transactions and accounting judgements;
• considered the appropriateness of accounting policies and any changes made thereto;
• considered any problems identified as well as any legal and tax matters that could materially affect the financial 

statements; and
• based on the results of the formal documented review of the design, implementation and effectiveness of 

SAIPA’s system of internal financial controls conducted by the internal audit function, considering information 
and explanations given by management and discussions held with the external auditor on the results of their 
audit, the Committee is of the opinion that SAIPA’s system of internal financial controls is effective and forms a 
basis for the preparation of reliable financial statements for the 2017 financial year.

RECOMMENDATION OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND ANNUAL 
INTEGRATED REPORT
Following the review by the committee of the annual financial statements of SAIPA for the year ended  
31 December 2017, the committee is of the view that, in all material respects, it complies with the relevant 
provisions of the Companies Act and IFRS and fairly presents the financial position at that date, the results of its 
operations and cash flows for the year then ended. The committee has also satisfied itself as to the integrity of the 
Annual Integrated Report.

Having achieved its objectives for the financial year, the committee recommended the annual financial statements 
for the year ended 31 December 2017 for approval to the Board on 8 March 2018, and the annual integrated 
report for approval on 23 August 2018. 

Due to the resignation of the ARC Chair in January 2018, this report is signed by an independent ARC member.

On behalf of the Audit and Risk Committee 
Romeshni Govender 
Independent member
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SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE 
REPORT
The committee presents this report to describe how 
it has discharged its mandate assigned to it by the 
Board in respect of the financial year ended 
31 December 2017.

MANDATE OF THE COMMITTEE
The committee derives its mandate from the Board 
of SAIPA, which is informed by the Companies Act 
71 of 2008 and the King IV Report on Corporate 
Governance, both of which are being adopted 
voluntarily. 

ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE 
SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE
The committee assists the Board in ensuring that 
SAIPA is, and remains, a good and responsible 
corporate citizen and to perform the functions 
required of a social and ethics committee as informed 
by the Company Regulations in the Companies Act 71 
of 2008 and the King IV Report.

The Social and Ethics Committee of SAIPA identified 
four domains, each with its own sub-categories, 
namely:

Workplace
• Employment equity
• Decent work
• Employee health and safety
• Education of employees

Marketplace
• Economic development
• Corruption prevention
• B-BBEE

Social
• Community development
• Donations and sponsorships
• Public health and Safety
• Member relationships

Environment
• Environmental impact

COMPOSITION OF THE COMMITTEE
The committee is comprised of three SAIPA Board 
members and one contracted consultant:

• Mr. S Abass (Chairperson)
• Mr. P Pieterse
• Mr. J Djikman
• Prof D Rossouw (consultant)

The SAIPA CE and other executive members of 
management, middle and junior management, 
professional advisors and other Board members may 
attend committee meetings on standing or specific 
invitations but are not allowed to vote.

THE WORK OF THE COMMITTEE
The committee’s work is governed by a Board 
approved TOR which sets out the mandate of the 
committee, its roles and responsibilities and its 
authority. The TOR is underpinned by an annual work-
plan that is design-led by our consultant to ensure 
that all matters falling under the committee’s remit 
shall be dealt with expeditiously and appropriately. 
The Board reviews the TOR annually.

The main responsibility of the committee is to monitor 
SAIPA’S activities as informed by the Company 
Regulations, King IV Report, other legal requirements 
and best practice with regards to the four domains 
mentioned above. In this regard, we shall discuss 
some of our planned initiatives and work programmes 
undertaken or overseen by the committee in the year 
under review. 

KEY SUSTAINABILITY HIGHLIGHTS
SAIPA successfully hosted its 2017 National 
Conference in Cape Town, which marked its 35th 
Anniversary with a Gala Banquet. What added to the 
dynamism of the conference was the staging of a 
successful workshop on Integrated Reporting. Leaders 
from IFAC, PAFA and international and local delegates 
of other organisations and accounting institutions 
attended the SAIPA National Conference.
  
Professor Rashied Small has made a major impact 
with the Project Achiever Extended Programme, 
which gives access to individuals previously denied 
by recognising their prior learning (RPL). This 
programme was introduced in terms of the Growth 
and Transformation Policy of SAIPA and the National 
Skills and Capacity Plan. The Extended Programme 
allows candidates previously denied access but 
with an NQF Level 6 qualification together with the 
relevant work experience to enter and pursue a career 
as a Professional Accountant (SA). 

The magic of this programme is that in the first 
10 weeks of the training the candidate is upskilled 
with technical knowledge to an NQF Level 8. In 
the following 12 weeks the candidate is placed in 
an integrated competency-based programme and 
prepared for the Professional Evaluation Assessment 
and entry into the profession as a Professional 
Accountant (SA). This programme is transformative for 
previously disadvantaged careerists and equally so for 
SAIPA and the accounting profession.       
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Faith Ngwenya, the SAIPA representative to the 
Board of the Edinburgh Group, (a coalition of 
17 accountancy bodies from across the world, 
representing over 900,000 professional accountants) 
actively contributes to the agenda, discussions and 
research projects of the Edinburgh Group. Faith is 
busy raising the profile of SAIPA within the EG as 
SAIPA (South Africa), ANAN (Nigeria) and CPA (Egypt) 
are the only three African Institutes on the EG. The 
African, South African and SAIPA accounting agenda 
is being considerably enhanced by Faith serving on 
the Board of the Edinburgh Group.

Professor Rashied Small has also been appointed as 
a representative on the Interim Oversight Board of 
Afrosai-e (public sector organisation for Africa). He 
is also taking a lead role in the development of a 
competency framework in the field of accounting and 
auditing for the African continent.

SAIPA, through the Education and Training 
Department, has also concluded an MOU with 
the National Treasury to develop and roll out a 
public sector Professional Accountant Learnership 
Programme. This programme will be implemented 
during 2018 in the Provincial Treasuries of 
Mpumalanga and the Northern Cape, using the 
learning platform developed by the Education and 
Training department. The Education and Training 
executives will also assist with the development 
of under and post-graduate national public sector 
finance qualifications, for tertiary institutions.

WORKPLACE
Human Capital – developing our staff 
and members

The imperative of having a skilled, motivated, 
culturally diverse and productive workforce remains 
fundamental to the transformation strategy of SAIPA.
The environment and support for staff development 
at SAIPA is evidenced by the number of employees 
that studied in 2017. A cohort of 33 staff members 
registered for mainly certificate and short courses 
during 2017 of which 32 passed their programmes. 

Three staff members received the following higher 
qualifications; a post-graduate qualification in 
taxation, an honours degree in accounting and a 
postgraduate diploma in education, respectively.

The Education and Training department continues to 
be extremely successful after having moved its CPD 
seminars from a technically based to a competency-
based outcome. Competency based outcomes skills 
refer not only to critical thinking and analytical skills 
but also soft skills such as communication, confidence 
and self-esteem. The learning platform which was 
borne from the Fasset-funded Project Achiever is an 
excellent tool for service delivery in the Education and 
Training department. 

The learning platform serves as the core resource 
for both the Project Achiever and the Extended 
Programme. The learning platform is an excellent 
communication tool between candidates, facilitators, 
administrators, grants candidates access to materials 
and is a superb progress monitoring and assessment 
tool. This learning platform is transformational in 
that besides being a major overall success it has also 
increased the reach of the programmes to distance 
learners by providing access to the weekly online 
webinars.
    
The introduction of the compulsory Ethics module into 
the CPD as well as the redesign of the programme 
has seen the attendance grow from 11,186 attendees 
in 2016 to 14,394 attendees, through 220 CPD 
seminars in 2017. An average of 65 people attended 
each CPD seminar.

Employee safety and well-being

SAIPA is committed to providing a safe working 
environment and to promote the health and wellbeing 
of its employees. SAIPA staff are no different to 
workers elsewhere and experience stress and 
difficulties in the workplace and in their personal lives. 

It is within this context that Independent Counselling 
and Advisory Services (ICAS) has been providing 
employee wellness services to SAIPA as a partner 
in behavioural risk management. ICAS reported 
in September 2017 that problems relating to 
musculoskeletal issues constituted the most 
commonly presenting broad problem category, 
accounting for 33.7% of all difficulties experienced. 

Relationship issues accounted for 16.9% of difficulties, 
stress 10.8%, child and family care 8.4%, health and 
lifestyle 6%, organizational and money management 
4.8% and personal development, legal issues, HR 
issues and information and resources all on 3.6%. 

There were no incidences of injury on duty, abuse, HIV 
or addictive behaviour’s reported. 

SAIPA staff are trained in first-aid and fire-fighting 
to ensure compliance with the regulations. Every 
department has a first-aid officer.

The staircases are potential incident points. Gripping 
has been placed on the steps as a safety feature, 
which is checked and maintained regularly.
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In 2017 Discovery Health was the contracted Medical 
Aid Scheme for all SAIPA employees. As an additional 
service members of the scheme had access to support 
and advice on wellbeing and health issues.

In the Staff Survey of 2017 the statistics showed that 
health and safety had improved from 40% to 60%, 
employee wellness from 50% to 70% and work/life 
balance had improved from 50% to 60%. From the 
survey results SAIPA’s staff dynamics with regard to 
safety, health and well-being has improved positively.
The Health and Safety regulations are displayed in 
staff areas as required by the Act.

Employment equity

There remains a shortfall of diversity at the level 
of race, gender and disability in various posts 
within SAIPA. Performance management, training, 
realignment of posts and succession planning are 
some of the intervention strategies in support of 
the employment equity objectives.  Although these 
efforts were attempted to redress the situation, the 
current workforce and Board demographics shows 
an imbalance when compared with the growth and 
transformation objectives. Recruitment strategies in 
2018 will have to be attentive to these shortfalls at all 
levels within the organisation.

MARKET PLACE
Ethical conduct and corruption prevention

The board and the executives of SAIPA have all 
been thoroughly inducted to the King IV Report 
on corporate governance. Most have attended 
workshops on King IV. Board members and selected 
executives attended the 7th annual ethics conference 
of the South African Ethics Institute. A consultant from 
the SAEI will conduct an assessment in early 2018, to 
determine whether King IV is grounded within SAIPA.
  
In the 2017 year SAIPA had the honour of having 
its first staff member being accredited as an ethics 
officer. The Ethics Institute awarded her this status in 
December 2017. The presence of a qualified ethics 
officer has given focus to SAIPA’s ethics strategy, its 
awareness, implementation and reporting thereof.
  
The ethical dialogue created within the ethics CPD 
framework continues to ground the core values of 
integrity, professionalism and excellence among our 
members. This ethical dialogue should pervade every 
facet of SAIPA, every communication, discussion 
and engagement should be a commitment to the 
fundamental principles of the Professional Accountant 
(SA). The pledge made by the Professional 
Accountant (SA) must be solemn.

The role of the Ethics Champions appointed from 
amongst the staff as guardians of this ethical dialogue 

has had a positive impact on the ethical morale at 
SAIPA. The concept of leading by example with 
transparency at all levels within the organisation holds 
us accountable for our actions and drives the ethical 
culture at SAIPA. The staff mantra of “doing the right 
thing” even when no one is around seems to have 
developed into an ethical currency at SAIPA.

The whistle-blowing hotline is administered by an 
independent service provider and has been absolutely 
clean during the year under review. This is an 
achievement, which must become the norm at SAIPA.

The Legal department hosted a NOCLAR breakfast 
on the 2nd November 2017, bringing together 
leading stakeholders in the accountancy profession 
in a bid to protect the best interests of the public. 
Representatives from SAICA, ACCA, CIMA, SAIT, 
AIC, SAIBA and the office of the Tax Ombudsman 
attended the event. The main objective was to 
foster dialogue, develop practical process solutions, 
explore alternative strategies and recommend viable 
opportunities for effective self-regulation of the 
profession. A major outcome of this joint session was 
the proposal to put in place an MOU, which will open 
up communication between the various bodies. 
 
Economic development

In a challenging economic environment reserves and a 
strong balance sheet augurs well for the sustainability 
of SAIPA. However, a defined investment and 
utilization strategy with regard to reserves has to be 
tabled. 
     
The SAP Accounting software in use at SAIPA 
contains an Enterprise Resource Planning System 
which was not used optimally during 2017 as such 
efficiencies would have translated into measurable 
economic benefits. While SAIPA may have developed 
a strategy to substantially improve ERM and CRM 
on its ICT platform such strategy has not been fully 
implemented to improve service delivery to members. 
It remains an imperative in the short term.   

B-BBEE

The SAIPA B-BBEE rating achieved during the 2017 
year is at Level 4. It is imperative that SAIPA remains 
focused on improving the rating.
       
SAIPA has shown improvement in its procurement 
policies but has to be fully attentive to the 
recommendations as laid out in the B-BBEE code. 
The gap between the guidelines for selection of 
suppliers and the overall requirements of the various 
departments need to be better coordinated and 
narrowed down. 
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In 2017 SAIPA targeted 18 worthy black members in 
practice and waived all their CPD costs for the year, as 
a B-BBEE Enterprise development initiative.  

The B-BBEE rating at Level 4 has to be maintained in 
the short term while the Growth and Transformation 
Committee has to ensure that continuous work is 
done to improve the B-BBEE rating over the medium 
to long-term. 

SOCIAL
Community development

During 2017 SAIPA once again offered a free tax 
advisory service to all individuals in the Waterfall 
Office Park complex where SAIPA is based, as part 
of its community development. SAIPA in conjunction 
with SARS conducted tax webinars, which turned 
out to be very popular with our members as it was 
oversubscribed every time a tax webinar was held. 

Donations and sponsorships

The SAIPA 2017 National Accounting Olympiad was 
well run with 7,069 learners from 390 schools entering 
the competition. The strategic marketing and the real 
value accruing to SAIPA, participants and stakeholders 
from the olympiad are enormous if leveraged fully. 
This olympiad should become a headline event on the 
accounting calendar.

The 2017 Tax Thesis awards was sponsored by EY
with the awards being presented at a glitz and 
glamour event during the period of the SAIPA 
National Convention in Cape Town. Eighteen theses 
were received with three exceptional Doctoral theses 
received making the adjudicating extremely difficult. 
The winners were Rhodes University in first place and 
University of the Western Cape in second place, in the 
Doctoral thesis category. The University of Cape Town 
won both awards for the best Masters thesis and the 
best Honours thesis. 

MINIMISING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

SAIPA has remained committed to managing and 
minimising its negative impacts on the environment 
through Project Green, in 2017.

Most of the carbon footprint projects recommended 
by the Project Green team such as solar panels, air-
conditioning, rainwater harvesting tanks, investment 
in IT that would facilitate a paperless office and water-
conservation are part of a strategic and budgetary 
plan with implementation lead times in 2017, 2018 
and 2019.

The increase of the original budget allocated to 
Project Green in 2017 and 2018 of approximately 
R1.2 million depends on economic circumstances.

Skilful management and increased spend on Project 
Green are the variables that will have a positive 
impact on our carbon footprint.
 
INTERACTION BETWEEN THE SOCIAL 
AND ETHICS COMMITTEE AND 
OTHER BOARD COMMITTEES
The nature of the work done by the Social and Ethics 
Committee has relevance to the work done by other 
committees. Thus an integrated approach is adopted 
to ensure that overlaps are avoided as much as 
possible. 

To rationalise the board committee process and to 
be efficient around the utilisation of SAIPA resources 
a board decision was taken to merge the Human 
Resources and Social and Ethics committees. The 
first joint meeting of a newly constituted HRSEC 
committee took place in late 2017. However, this 
submission deals with Social and Ethics matters only.  

CONCLUSION
The committee in the main is satisfied that the board 
and executive management have discharged their 
responsibilities satisfactorily as informed by the Act, 
the Constitution, the TOR, King IV and all matters 
falling within its ambit.  

S Abass
SEC Chairman
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INVESTIGATIONS & DISCIPLINARY 
COMMITTEES
Investigations Committee

An Investigations Committee ensures that members 
remain compliant with the Constitution, by-laws, 
Code of Conduct and applicable policies. It reviews 
complaints made by the public against our members 
and, with the assistance of the Legal, Ethics and 
Compliance department, conducts investigations. 

The Investigations Committee is essential to SAIPA’s 
operations. Their thorough investigations and ability 
to handle complaints minimise matters referred to the 
Disciplinary Committee, who will only meet biannually 
if the need arises.

The Institute’s Code of Conduct was revised, and 
members commented on the proposed amendments. 
These comments were collated and incorporated into 
the version tabled for board approval.

We look forward to ensuring that all SAIPA members 
remain professional and competent in their work; 
exercise due care and diligence in their interactions 
with their employers and clients; uphold the highest 
integrity and ethics in advising their clients and at all 
times conduct themselves in a manner that protects 
the public interest.

Matters adjudicated by the Investigations Committee 
during the year:

Matter Description Region

Unprofessional conduct, bringing 
SAIPA into disrepute, dishonesty

The member is accused of fraud, unethical conduct and non-
conformance to the Standards. Western

Bringing SAIPA into disrepute The member created the impression that he is an auditor. Northern

Unprofessional conduct The member is charged with not performing the necessary tax 
deductions. The member has received threats from the client. Western

Dishonesty 
Unprofessional conduct The member is charged with acting un-professionally. Northern

Dishonesty A trainee has confirmed his guilt in receiving funds from his 
employer’s clients. Central

Unprofessional conduct The Investigations Committee did not find any fault with the 
member’s conduct. Western

Bringing SAIPA into disrepute The member created the impression that he is an auditor. Southern

Bringing SAIPA into disrepute The member’s office created the impression that they are 
auditors. Northern

Bringing SAIPA into disrepute The member created the impression that he is an auditor. Northern

Misrepresentation IRBA informed SAIPA that the member is giving the impression 
of being an auditor. Northern

Misrepresentation CIPC informed SAIPA that the member was misrepresenting 
themselves as an auditor. Northern
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COMPLIANCE 
SAIPA members are obligated to undergo CPD (refer 
to IFAC’s IES 7). It is an important component of 
members’ ‘life-long learning’ path that keeps them 
competent and relevant in a constantly changing 
environment. CPD sessions’ focus changes from 
transferring information to interactive sessions that 
develop the skills and competence to apply the 
technical knowledge in business.

We remind members to log their hours, and 
accessible webinars assist us in upholding IES 7 and 
the IFAC SMO 2. The excellent response to our CPD 
compliance notices shows members’ commitment 
to their professional obligations, and the number of 
compliant members has increased to 56%.

The attendance at SAIPA CPD sessions for the 
year increased to 14,394 (2016: 11,186); and CPD 
attendance increased to 9,522.

SAIPA engaged more extensively and began annually 
monitoring the learnership programme (IPD) to 
enable trainees to excel in our Professional Evaluation 
examination. The SARS Recognised Controlling Body 
deadline was met timeously, and SAIPA has begun 
preparing for the confirmed 2018 good standing list.
SAIPA has retained its IFAC membership through the 
SMO processes, and we are preparing for the next 
audit scheduled for 2018. 

Accreditation and the SMO process require a 
monitoring system (SMO dashboard) that enforces 
compliance to IFAC’s membership conditions. This 
system shall police SAIPA as it executes its duties.
We maintained our non-profit organisation status and 
our membership with The Ethics Institute in South 
Africa. SAIPA’s B-BBEE rating improved in 2017 and 
was verified at a level 4 under the Specialised QSE 
scorecard.

SAIPA underwent a certification audit for the new 
ISO 9001:2015 standard. This international standard 
promotes risk-based thinking and a process approach 
when developing, implementing and improving 
the effectiveness of a quality management system, 
thereby meeting customer needs and requirements. 
The Legal, Ethics and Compliance department 
successfully handled litigation matters against SAIPA, 
including one instituted in 2013. The matter has been 
settled, and a Notice of Withdrawal was served to our 
attorneys on record in March 2018.

SAIPA made 15 trademark applications with the 
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission. 
These are pending final registration and the Institute 
will receive certificates in 2018.
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY

Amounts in R’000 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Revenue and other income*    45,244    52,288 60,072 64,142          76,810 

Surplus for the year               874               625          10,176            5,122            1,529 

Total assets          30,658          36,045          44,840          56,751          60,203 

Total liabilities          17,129          21,831          20,484          27,265          29,101 

Designated funds and reserves          13,529          14,214          24,356          29,486          31,102 

Funds and reserves as % of operating 
expenses

35% 30% 47% 48% 40%

Current ratio           1.3          1.3         1.8          1.8            1.8 

Debt:equity ratio          1.3          1.5           0.8          0.9         0.9 

*Restated for effect of reclassifying PI insurance cost and income
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PROJECT ACHIEVER
Fasset has been funding programmes conducted 
in preparation for the Professional Evaluation 
assessment.  Although the programmes focus on the 
technical and practical components in preparation 
for the examination, they also include a large 
component which focuses on the development of 
soft and professional skills such as critical thinking, 
problem solving, communication and collaboration 
which are the competencies required by 21st century 
professional accountants.

The methodology applied in both programmes 
described below were based on the following 
teaching and learning methodologies:

• student-centred approach: this methodology 
focuses on the learning and development 
process of the candidates and not the content 
of the subject matter – how learning takes place 
rather than what needs to be learnt; framework-
based approach: this approach focuses on the 
fundamental frameworks that are applied in the 
accounting and finance fields without focusing 
on the details of the content; principle-based 
education approach: this approach focuses on the 
consolidation of the underlying and fundamental 
concepts and principles that can be applied in 
various circumstances and business situations; 
collaborative learning approach: this approach 
focuses on group work to analyse business 
situations and apply their knowledge through 
sharing to develop a solution;

• integrative education approach: this 
methodology focuses on applying knowledge 
in an integrative manner to develop holistic 
solutions for a business; and therefore divorces 
the silo subject-based teaching approach 
– “breaking down the walls of subject silo 
mentality”; and competency-based education 
approach: this approach focuses on the 
development of the competences (technical, 
practical and professional attributes) required 
to perform the functions of a Professional 
Accountant (SA) with a focus on rendering value-
added services to employers/clients.

The programmes consist of:
• Project Achiever: this programme targets 

candidates who meet both the academic and 
work experience requirement to qualify for the 
PE assessment. The programme is conducted 
over three months with a facilitation approach 
incorporating the development of assessment 
techniques; and

• Project Achiever Extended programme: this 
programme was introduced to provide access 
to our professional designation for candidates 
who do not meet the academic requirement 

(bachelor’s degree in accounting with the 
minimum subject requirements) for the PE 
assessment, targeting candidates with National 
Diplomas in accounting-related fields. Although 
the academic requirement was adjusted to a 
NQF Level 6 qualification, neither the standards 
nor the quality of the professional qualification/
designation has been compromised.  
The candidates’ work experiences were assessed 
in conjunction with their academic qualifications 
to determine the benchmark for entry to the 
programme. This programme was conducted in 
two phases:

1. Technical knowledge components: during 
this phase the emphasis was on elevating 
the technical knowledge competence to that 
of an NQF Level 7 qualification (bachelor’s 
degree).  At the end of this phase the 
candidates were subjected to a summative 
assessment which met the exit level 
assessment criteria of a bachelor’s degree.  
Only candidates who were considered to be 
competent in the assessment were allowed 
to proceed to the next phase.

2. Professional competence component: this 
phase of the programme was aligned with 
the processes followed for the Project 
Achiever programme. 

The results of the programmes were as follows:

Group Target Actual Competent

Number %

Cohort 1 120 139 116 83%

Cohort 2 120 142 126 89%

Cohort 3 120 171 141 88%

Cohort 4 120 140 124 89%

Cohort 5

- Project Achiever 120 123 101 82%

- Project Achiever 
  Extended 120 255 184 72%

Total 720 970 792 82%
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PROFESSIONAL EVALUATION 
EXAMINATION
IES 6 recommends that the assessment for entry to 
the profession should be competency-based, namely 
with an emphasis on assessing the competence of the 
candidates to perform the functions as professional 
accountants to the desired proficiency standards for 
the profession.

SAIPA has implemented a strategic decision to be 
aligned to the IESs and has evolved its PE assessment 
to represent a competency-based assessment by 
implementing a single case study that assesses the 
technical competence, practical competence and 
professional attributes. The fundamental principles 
and criteria on which the PE assessment is based are 
as follows:

• compliance to the principles and regulations of 
assessments;

• compliance to the principles of competency-
based assessments; and

• compliance to the skills required by the 21st 
century Professional Accountant (SA), being
a. problem solving skills in the context of the 

business case;
b. critical thinking skills – analysis of the 

business case;
c. communication skills – focus on reading 

(identifying relevant and irrelevant 
information) and writing skills; and

d. assessment skills and techniques – time 
management and prioritisation in answering 
questions.   

The approach to the competency-based assessment is 
to create a real-life situation where the candidates are 
faced with addressing a client’s problem that requires 
a holistic solution for the benefit of the business. 
This requires the candidate to apply his/her technical 
knowledge and practical experiences to recommend 
a solution which is practical and implementable 
taking into account all the subject components in 
an integrated manner. This implies that the solution 
presented will differ from candidate to candidate as 
the underlying frameworks and principles are applied 
in the context of the business and the analysis of the 
problem. The assessment’s philosophy is that “there is 
no right answer”.

In May and November 2017 a total of 1 043 
candidates wrote the exam. Over 65% of the total 
wrote in November 2017 and the pass rate for both 
exams was in excess of 79%. In terms of gender, 
females tended to perform much better than males. 
Cape Town, George, North West province and Port 
Elizabeth achieved a pass rate over 90% in November 
2017 exam while the pass rate in Mpumalanga was 
only 50%. 

Pass Rates Successful Candidates
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NATIONAL ACCOUNTING OLYMPIAD
Numbers for SAIPA’s National Accounting Olympiad 
are on the rise. 

The NAO introduces school-goers to accountancy or 
mathematics as early as possible, to make accounting 
a subject of choice. Learners are growing more 
interested in accountancy, and markedly more schools 
and learners participated in the 2017 NAO.

In 2017 SAIPA extended the NAO to Grade 11 
learners, and we are encouraged by the 7,069 total 
learners (2016: 3,510) from 390 schools (2016: 310) 
who participated. In 2018 we want to reach even 
more schools to popularise accounting – our economy 
needs more accountants in order to grow.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
The NAO has two rounds; Grade 11 and 12 pupils 
had to score 60% and 65% respectively to advance to 
the second round. Of the 1,750 Grade 11 learners and 
5,319 Grade 12 learners, 255 and 1,095 progressed to 
the second paper. 955 of the Grade 11 learners and 
2,495 of the Grade 12 learners scored 40% or more. 

The top performers received bursaries valued 
between R10 000 and R25 000.

MAINTAINING HIGH STANDARDS 
The NAO is moderated, and challenging, but doable. 
The Grade 12 pupils had a study guide, compiled 
by SAIPA, with past examination papers. The Grade 
11 pupils entered the competition for the first time, 
and had no such study guide which accounts for their 
results. In the future the Grade 11 learners will be 
more prepared and we are confident that results will 
improve.

SAIPA intends to open the NAO to Grade 10 pupils, 
as many pupils have already made their career 
decisions when they reach their final school year. 
If pupils are exposed to accountancy early in their 
school careers, they are more likely to consider it as a 
career option. Accounting is critical to the economy 
and, since mathematics is no longer compulsory at 
high school, we believe numbers may start dwindling.
Gauteng had the most schools participating in the 
NAO, accounting for 145 of the 390 schools that took 
part.

On 10 October SAIPA announced the Grade 11 
and Grade 12 winners at a Gala Awards evening in 
Johannesburg, generously supported by our sponsors 
VKN Financial Services, Sage, Juta, QuickBooks, and 
Slo-Jo.

BROADENING THE SCOPE
 
SAIPA partnered in Gauteng with Future Forward, 
which specialises in developing youth orientated 
intervention programmes. For 2018 the Institute’s
regional administrators have targeted additional 
schools in their areas.
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Demographics of all learners entered

Black Learners
62%

White Learners
19%

Indians/Asian Learners
13%

Other Learners
1%

Coloured Learners
5%
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Summarised Annual
     FINANCIAL 
  STATEMENTS

The following information has been extracted from SAIPA’s audited Annual Financial Statements for the 
year ended 31 December 2017, available on our website at www.saipa.co.za/saipa-annual-reports/
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2017
R

2016
R

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Property, plant and equipment 8,360,723 8,737,906
Intangible assets 831,228 239,311
Other financial assets 316,767 229,019

9,508,718 9,206,236

Current Assets

Accounts receivable 4,333,737 3,009,275
Cash and cash equivalents 46,360,468 44,535,252

50,694,205 47,544,527

Total Assets 60,202,923 56,750,763

Equity and Liabilities

Equity

Designated funds and reserves 13,548,999 12,518,820
Accumulated funds 17,553,295 16,967,183

31,102,294 29,486,003

Liabilities

Non-Current Liabilities

Finance lease liabilities 276,035 627,179

Current Liabilities

Accounts payable 27,007,522 26,326,299

Finance lease liabilities 355,072 311,282

Provisions 1,462,000 -

28,824,594 26,637,581

Total Liabilities 29,100,629 27,264,760

Total Equity and Liabilities 60,202,923 56,750,763

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017
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2017
R

2016
R

Revenue 55,945,989 49,928,724
Other operating income 20,864,223 14,213,249
Operating expenses (78,183,078) (61,687,846)
Operating (deficit)/surplus (1,372,866) 2,454,127

Investment income 2,983,709 2,855,785
Finance costs (82,299) (188,321)
Surplus for the year 1,528,544 5,121,591

Other comprehensive income:

Gains on fair value adjustment of available-for-sale investments 87,747 8,593
Other comprehensive income for the year 87,747 8,593

Total comprehensive income for the year 1,616,291 5,130,184

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER 
COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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Building
Reserve

R

Bursary 
Fund

R

Available-
for-sale

Investment 
Fair Value 
Reserve

R

Develop-
ment
Fund

R

Total
Designated
Funds and
Reserves

R

Accumulated
Funds

R

Total 
Equity

R

Balance at 1 January 2016 720,000 429,337 189,717 9,355,618 10,694,672 13,661,147 24,355,819

Surplus for the year - - - - - 5,121,591 5,121,591
Other comprehensive income - - 8,593 - 8,593 - 8,593

Total comprehensive income for
the year - - 8,593 - 8,593 5,121,591 5,130,184

Transfer between reserves 240,000 50,000 - 1,525,555 1,815,555  (1,815,555) -
Total transfers 240,000 50,000 - 1,525,555 1,815,555 (1,815,555) -

Balance at 1 January 2017 960,000 479,337 198,310 10,881,173 12,518,820 16,967,183 29,486,003

Surplus for the year - - - - - 1,528,544 1,528,544
Other comprehensive income - - 87,747 - 87,747 - 87,747

Total comprehensive income for
the year - - 87,747 - 87,747 1,528,544 1,616,291

Transfer between reserves 240,000 50,000 - 652,432 942,432 (942,432) -
Total transfers 240,000 50,000 - 652,432 942,432 (942,432) -

Balance at 31 December 2017 1,200,000 529,337 286,057 11,533,605 13,548,999 17,553,295 31,102,294

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

2017
R

2016
R

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash receipts from members 75,485,750 68,081,475
Cash paid to suppliers and employees (75,203,859) (59,223,174)
Cash generated from operations 281,891 8,858,301
Interest income 2,975,903 2,819,465
Dividend income 7,806 36,320
Net cash from operating activities 3,265,599 11,714,086

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment (215,206) (222,863)
Purchase of other intangible assets (835,525) (37,335)
Net cash in investing activities (1,050,731) (260,198)

Cash flows from financing activities

Finance lease payments (389,652) (427,668)
Total cash movement for the year 1,825,216 11,026,220

Cash at the beginning of the year 44,535,252 33,509,032
Total cash at end of the year 46,360,468 44,535,252
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Appeals Committee
Audit and Risk Committee
Accredited Training Centre
Continuous Professional Development
Disciplinary Committee
Enterprise Risk Management
Executive Committee
Human Resources and Remuneration Committee
Investigations Committee
IFAC’s International Education Standards
International Federation of Accountants
Initial Professional Development
King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016
National Accounting Olympiad
Non-compliance with laws and regulations
Nominations Committee
Non-Profit Organisation
Professional Accountancy Organisation
Professional Evaluation
Regional Association and District Association Committee
Recognition of Prior Learning
The South African Institute of Professional Accountants
Social and Ethics Committee
IFAC’s Statement of Membership Obligations
Terms of Reference

AC
ARC
ATC
CPD
DC
ERM
EXCO
HRC
IC
IES
IFAC
IPD
King IV
NAO
NOCLAR
NOMCOM
NPO
PAO
PE
RADAC
RPL
SAIPA
SEC
SMO
ToR

The following terms and acronyms are utilised in this report:

GLOSSARY
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